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Don’t forget insurance
Among the choices to be made when embarking on international study, insurance
is as important as accommodation and destination, reports JANE VERNON SMITH.
Ever responsive to changing patterns of demand in

travel cover, it has launched Security Passport Silver,

the market and from regulators, insurance providers

a “very competitively priced” policy specifically to

continue to introduce new products and services.

fulfil the J1 visa requirement for students travelling

In terms of products, AVI International www.avi-

to the USA on a J1 visa. Also new from AVI is work

international.com – which traditionally has focused

and travel insurance, designed for participants in

on cancellation insurances and travel insurance – has

work experience abroad, and covering accidents

recently introduced a new All Causes cancellation

suffered in undertaking professional activities in their

policy. Company CEO, Philippe Gojon, explains that

destination country.

this covers all causes that might prevent a student
from travelling – including terror attacks. In terms of

What happens if a student’s chosen institution
closes down can be a worry, and Irish insurer, Study
PHOTO: CAREMED

& Protect www.studyandprotect.com
has introduced a new Learner Protection
insurance, which, says Chris Anako,
in the event of school closure, will
either place students into an alternative
institution to continue their studies or will
refund their course fees.

ACTING AS EDUCATORS

Student education on insurance matters is another aspect of service to which
providers have been paying growing attention.
Jennifer Frankel of International Student Insurance (ISI) reports that her
company has developed various resources for students and schools to help
explain the workings of the US healthcare system and the importance of insurance cover.
As Philippe Gojon, CEO at AVI, points out, when students are not used to
paying medical bills at home, they often do not know how expensive healthcare
can be in other countries. AVI has invested in student-oriented communication
tools, including a welcome letter after enrolment, a student guide explaining
how to call assistance to find a doctor through its mobile app, he comments.
German insurance broker, Dr Walter www.dr-walter.com, also recognises
the value of this type of service. “We participate in pre-travel orientations, [plus]
do webinars and presentations to highlight the most important elements of
coverage and how to file a claim, says Claudia Reichstein.

CareMed www.caremed.biz has
also introduced new options recently.
Hazardous sports cover is one, while travel
assistance is now also available, as well
as trip cancellation. As Annabelle Franco,
explains, programme and travel costs may
be very high, so it makes sense to apply
for cancellation cover as early as possible
prior to the date of departure.
One area of cover that has been
receiving growing attention is mental
health. With the many stresses
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faced by students adjusting to a new country,

international student plans have very limited or no

says Jennifer Frankel of International Student

coverage for mental health care, so it is important to

Insurance (ISI, an Envisage company) www.

consider this when choosing your provider.”

internationalstudentinsurance.com, it is no wonder

Aside from this, in 2018, following its merger

that many schools and students are becoming more

with MSH, StudyInsured fine-tuned a product

interested in these benefits.

specifically for higher education in Canada, and also

“Not only have we expanded coverage on inpatient
and outpatient mental health,” she continues, “but
we have also included mental health services on

added custom insurance plans for both inbound and
outbound students in the USA, Europe and Asia.
In terms of service, notes Philippe of AVI, cus-

our group plans, so that international students can

tomer expectations are on the rise, especially in the

anonymously speak to a counsellor over the phone

context of internet communications, and increasingly

or by text.” In collaboration with the Massachusetts

they expect to be able to manage their insurance

General Hospital, it has also created an emotional and

online. Hence, AVI has introduced a new messaging

mental health training programme, which is available

medical assistance service. As Philippe explains, this

online for institutions to make available to their

allows students to contact a doctor at any time via the

international students.

messaging service installed on their mobile phone.

Mental health is also a focus for StudyInsured.

StudyInsured is also offering virtual health

com, which is exploring new services to better

consultations, and Stephanie points out that students

support students’ mental health. “StudyInsured is

can not only speak to a doctor, but also obtain

on a mission to ensure that all students are aware

prescriptions this way. The service is complemented

that mental health is just as important as your

by a multilingual mental health phone line, available

physical health, comments Stephanie Hiltz. “Some

all hours to support students’ mental wellbeing and

Quang Nguyen, CEI,
Vietnam

direct them to clinical facilities.
Insurers want to be seen as both responsive and
straightforward to deal with. One aspect of this is

“We chose our insurance provider the claims process. AVI offers an assistance app that
based on a number of factors,
including knowledge and experience of

can be used to claim for medical assistance, while
ISI has created an online student zone that may be

Canada and the Canadian market; customer service;

accessed in multiple languages to walk students

comprehensive coverage; reasonable rates; ease of

through the claims process. At Study & Protect, “We

registration; and claim procedures. Our staff received

provide a multilingual claims assistance helpline that

training from StudyInsured. They also set up a micro-

is open all day, every day, to assist students with their

site with our branding. In addition, StudyInsured staff

claims, and our instant messenger service is a very

participate in and sponsor our annual education fairs in swift medium to answer any questions a student may
Vietnam.” http://vietnam.canada-edu.org/
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have,” says Chris. jvs@studytravel.network

